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COURT WEAR

Time
for
a Lift

Lively colors and
vivid patterns make
this on-court
wear stand out.
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By Cynthia Sherman

1 /Sofibella
sofibellawear.com
(877) 696-0424

2 /Bluefish Sport
bluefishsport.com
561-231-1846

3 /EleVen
elevenbyvenuswilliams.com
855-880-7777

• White Racquet is Sofibella’s homage
to classic tennis whites, but with a flash
of aqua that pops on the court. Featuring a moisture-wicking nylon blend
with a UPF 50+, the full-back tank
(without bra) ($68) and the 13-inch
notch-hem skort ($72) pair perfectly
for spring and summer.

• Bluefish Sport brings in some new
looks for spring, including the Exotic
line, which puts the tropics front and
center in a violet-and-shock pink digital
print in a UPF50 poly/lycra blend. The
fitted top vest is full coverage with high
neck and front zipper, with a built-in bra
($88). The full print skort features builtin pocketed compression shorts and a
3-inch band for tummy control ($88).

• EleVen by Venus is known for ontrend colors and styles, and spring will
be no exception as this sunny coral
Hummingbird dress with princess
seams debuts with flutter details on the
sleeves and hem ($98). Made from a
sustainable proprietary poly-spandex
blend, it’s ready to dazzle on the court.
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P H O T O S C O U RT E S Y O F T H E M A N U FA C T U R E R S

Energizing, vibrant colors and
patterns that pop are operative trends
for spring and summer, reflecting
positivity and optimism. As consumer
demand grows for technical performance wear made from sustainably
sourced materials, manufacturers
continue to respond. (Prices are
suggested retail.)
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4 /Lotto
lottob2b.sportlife.us
484-261-2100

5 /Lucky in Love
shopluckyinlove.com
305-638-5484

6 /Tail
tailactivewear.com
888-906-1341

• The Lotto brand is becoming more
visible in clubs around the U.S., as top
pros have been wearing outfits from the
Italian sports-apparel staple. A popular
Miami/Indian Wells color combo, this
eco-friendly outfit highlights the ocean
vibe of navy and blue atoll in a built-inbra tank, featuring recycled poly mesh
on the upper back with contrasting details along the neck and 13-inch skort.
Each piece retails for $55.

• Innovative designs coupled with
comfort and breathability are
hallmarks of Lucky in Love outfits.
Spring ushers in the serene Mediterranean Sea blue pairing from the Playing
in Paradise collection. The flattering
Licensed-To-Chill tank ($60) features
net mesh inserts in a performance
jersey. The fashion-forward Long
Dreamin’ smocked waist skirt flows out
in an array of airy stripes ($72).

• Welcoming spring in a big way, Tail’s
splashy Fun in the Sun collection, with
UPF 50+ protection, highlights a
pink-red cerise zip-neck Glamor Jersey
with a stylish curved hem, in a polyspandex blend ($72). The accompanying poly-spandex Levitate skort ($72)
in a tropical “pina colada” print sports
inner shorties with ball pockets. 
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